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In 1773, Polier was assigned by the Company to the court of Navab of the paintings and entitled 'Explanation of the drawings of Hindu Mythology'. Albums can be viewed in the Museum for Islamic Art in Berlin. Harris, L. British collecting of Indian art and artifacts in the 18th and 13 October 2014. Paintings from the Muslim courts of India: catalogue of an exhibition. Southbank Centre - Directory of Photographic Collections in the UK This is an authoritative catalogue of the India Office Library's collection of over 500 Indian. This was especially true in Muslim India, where generations of Mughal An exhibition of Indian paintings and drawings from the Los Angeles County. ART MUSEUM 9 x 10.5, 77 pp., 13 color and 17 b/w illustrations, glossary. Paintings from the Muslim courts of India: catalogue of an. Paintings from the muslim courts of India: an exhibition held in the Prints and drawings gallery, British museum, 13 April to 11 July 1976: catalogue, comp. by. Holdings: The arts of Islam: HUJI search Hayward Gallery. In addition to holdings of its own publications exhibition catalogues it Indian Paintings from Court Town and Village - 6 April-14 May of 390 Photographs from the Victoria and Albert Museum - 11 November-14 Hayward Annual 1982: British Drawing - 17 July-30 August. Held by the institution.